WILD ONES
Who’s the King?

13 × 26 min. HD

WILD ONES

This TV series finds inspiration in the rhythms of nature as shown through the wonders of the animal
kingdom. It explores and explains different aspects of animal behavior, including hunting techniques and
feeding habits, family relationships and defense mechanisms, and courtship and mating rituals.

01. STRONGEST

05. SMARTEST

The mighty grizzly bear. The tiny powerful ant. The lunging
inimitable crocodile. The indestructible rhino beetle. The
hammering mantis shrimp. Which is the strongest of them all?

The socially complex chimpanzee. The learned elephant. The
remarkable birds. The inventive bolas spider. The architectural
termite. The inquisitive dolphin. Or the inimitable octopus –
which is the most intelligent?

02. FASTEST

06. WILD AUSTRALIA

The explosive sprinting Cheetah. The mighty bounding kangaro. The
horned and leaping wildebeest. The powerful and sure footed horse.
Or the quick footed pronghorn. Which is the fastest over land?

The legendary wild dingo, the iconic kangaroos, vicious feral cats,
the delightfully bizarre platypus and the unmistakably cuddly
koala – all call Australia home.

03. DANGEROUS ON LAND

07. MASTERS OF THE SKY

Camouflaged cats. Hidden lizards. Cryptic snakes. Shimmering
cuttlefish… and concealed chameleons. The invisible spiders –
Crab Spider. Which is the master of disguise?

Radar accurate eyes survey the land, slotted feathers adjust flight
paths as falcons attack, pelicans soar, kestrels hover, owls silently
fly, parrots flock, vultures swarm and eagles swoop. Which is the
true Master of the Sky?

04. CUTEST

08. BIGGEST

The charming kangaroo. The cuddly koala. The beautiful
Butterfly. The cheerful clown fish. Or the endearing
budgerigar – which is the cutest of them all?

The colossal elephant. The barrel-like Hippo Lumbering across land,
the enormity of the barrel like hippo is without question. The towering
giraffe. Three times longer than the tallest giraffe and weighing more
than a dozen hippos’ the beautiful humpback whale is most famed for
its mystical and haunting song. Which is the biggest of them all?

09. CAMOUFLAGE

13. WHO IS THE KING?

Camouflaged cats. Hidden lizards. Cryptic snakes.
Shimmering cuttlefish… and concealed chameleons.
The invisible spiders – Crab Spider. Which is the master of disguise?

We live in a world full of the most magnificent of animals.
There are approximately eight point seven (8.7) million
different species on earth. With this vast array of natural
wonders how do we choose a favorite amongst all these
spectacular creatures? The ethereal grace of the oceans
whales, the might of the imposing hippo, the unequalled
speed of the cheetah, the mesmerizing lure of the snake, the
power of the elephant, the strength of the ant, the stealth
of the scorpion, the extraordinary talents of the octopus, the
force of the crocodile, the sheer grace of the wedge tailed
eagle, or the regular commanding presence of the lion…

10. VENOMOUS
The most venomous snake on land. The rare envenomating lizard.
Blue ringed octopus. The tiny toxin wielding Red-backed spider. The
ferocious Sydney funnel web. Which has the deadliest venom?

11. MIGRATIONS
Wildebeest and Zebra – Africa’s most famous drifters. Turtles that make
epic journeys to reproduce. Sooty Tern – Sea birds that don’t come to
land for years. Australian Pelicans – Water birds that follow ephemeral
rivers. The whales and whale sharks that roam the great oceans. Some
of the greatest migratory animals on earth are those that live in its
waters and traverse its great oceans.

12. MICRO PREDATORS
The targeting Archer fish. The ambushing Portia. A formidable serial
killer of other spiders, Portia’s are fast to learn and quick to adapt.
The harpooning cone shell. Weapon swinging Bolas Spiders. The trap
laying Ant Lions. Throughout the sandy soils that blanket the earth
there are hundreds of species of ants making a living on the land they
find themselves… which is the top of the micro predators?
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